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The restoration of a majestic old home provides the exhilarating backdrop for Danielle Steel’s 66th
bestselling novel, the story of a young woman’s dream, an old man’s gift, and the surprises that await us
behind every closed door….

Perched on a hill overlooking San Francisco, the house was magnificent, built in 1923 by a wealthy man for
the woman he adored. For her and for this house, he would spare no expense and overlook no detail, from the
endless marble floors to the glittering chandeliers. Almost a century later, with the once-grand house now in
disrepair, a young woman walks through its empty rooms. Sarah Anderson, a perfectly sensible estate
lawyer, is about to do something utterly out of character. An elderly client has died and left her two gifts.
One is a generous inheritance. The other, a priceless message: to use his money for something wonderful,
something daring. And in this old house, surrounded by crumbling grandeur, Sarah knows just what it is.

A respected attorney and self-described workaholic, Sarah had always lived life by the book. With a steady,
if sputtering, relationship and a tiny apartment that has suited her just fine, Sarah cannot explain the force
that draws her to the mansion and its history–to the story of a woman who once lived in the house, then
mysteriously left it, to a child who grew up there, and a drama that unfolded in war-torn France…and to a
history she never knew she had.

Taking the biggest risk of her life, Sarah enlists the help of architect Jeff Parker, who shares Sarah’s passion
for bringing the exquisite old house back to life. As she and Jeff work to restore the home’s every detail, as
one relationship shatters and another begins, Sarah makes a series of powerful discoveries: about the true
meaning of a dying man’s last gift…about the extraordinary legacies that are passed from generation to
generation…and about a future she’s only just beginning to imagine.

In a novel of daring and hope, of embracing life and taking chances, Danielle Steel brilliantly captures one
woman’s courageous choice to pour herself into a dream–and receive its gifts in return.
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From reader reviews:

Catherine Stoltenberg:

Here thing why that The House are different and trusted to be yours. First of all studying a book is good but
it depends in the content than it which is the content is as delightful as food or not. The House giving you
information deeper and in different ways, you can find any e-book out there but there is no publication that
similar with The House. It gives you thrill examining journey, its open up your current eyes about the thing
that happened in the world which is possibly can be happened around you. You can bring everywhere like in
park your car, café, or even in your way home by train. If you are having difficulties in bringing the paper
book maybe the form of The House in e-book can be your alternate.

Donald Lee:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always try to and must have the extra time or they will get great deal
of stress from both everyday life and work. So , once we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity do
you possess when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will probably unlimited right.
Then do you ever try this one, reading textbooks. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time,
typically the book you have read will be The House.

Audrey Mack:

As we know that book is important thing to add our information for everything. By a reserve we can know
everything we want. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year has
been exactly added. This publication The House was filled with regards to science. Spend your spare time to
add your knowledge about your science competence. Some people has various feel when they reading some
sort of book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can really feel enjoy to read a book. In the
modern era like currently, many ways to get book that you just wanted.

Irene Navarro:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
originating from a book. Book is written or printed or illustrated from each source that filled update of news.
Within this modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available for a person. From
media social similar to newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, new and comic.
You can add your knowledge by that book. Are you hip to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just
in search of the The House when you needed it?
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